The under 14s saw Olivier Mazur 3 seconds ahead of Ethan Hunt.
Hannah Toovey of the large Glasgow club presence took the girls’
equivalent by nearly a minute from Dianora De Bilio after paddling
much of the race solo but Lorenzo De Bilio won the under 12 boys by
4 seconds from Mikolaj Pyrz. Adriana De Bilio was to win her under
10 race by a minute and a half from Orla Anderson but remember that
latter name for the next day.
A group of ten men’s K1s formed after the start, dropping only one
on the first lap. By the first portage they were down to James Russell,
Daniel and Matthew Johnson, Tom Lusty and Casey Haynes with
Albert Hicks in the distance. Entertainment was later provided by
George Botsford, who threw away a bottle at the end of the portage
and capsized on relaunching. As he struggled to get out of the water
he was warned that he would be disqualified if he did not recover the
bottle, resulting in a long search among the stinging nettles on the bank.
Finally successful, he capsized again as he tried to leave. He ended up
last by 27 minutes.
The pace at the front on this lap was slow enough for Hicks to catch
up but they had managed to lose Lusty. Daniel Johnson was dropped as
they relaunched from the second portage, leaving Haynes, Russell, Hicks

and Matthew Johnson to enjoy each other’s company until the finish.
Johnson was dropped before the finish but it was Russell, Haynes and
Hicks in that order at the line.
The under 23s had a tighter group of five after the start, Luke Shaw,
William Stroud, Charlie Smith, Matthew Collinge and Joe Petersen.
They took the first portage together but then Smith turned to overdrive
and burnt away from them to finish over 3 minutes clear from Shaw.
The final race was for 3rd place, Petersen taking it from Stroud and
Collinge on the line.
By the second portage Harry Freeland and Sam Cribbett had left the
rest of the under 18s behind and they became strung out, the only close
tussle between Shirav Medepelli and James Nelson for 6th place.
The senior ladies had, effectively, a three boat race between Samantha
Rees-Clark, Fay Lamph and Lizzie Broughton, who kept together
for most of the race, Lamph going in the later stages but Rees-Clark
managing to beat Broughton over the line in the final sprint.
Anoushka Freeman drew away for a lead of over a minute in the
under 23 ladies, Rebekah Solway outsprinting Freya Peters for 2nd
place.
The under 18 girls produced varied results. Isla Bethune won by 13

Samantha Rees-Clarke leads Lizzie Broughton through the portage.

U18 winner Harry Freeland.

O34 winners Boehm/Caruncho, White/Lawler, Enoch/Jones.

Hinves/Meyer, O44 winners Oliver/Oliver, Elliott/Maycock and
Garner/Martin.

Only ladies’ C2 entry Murnaghan/Metcalfe.

C2 winners Sarkisyan/Chisholm.

Wilson/Knee were the O34 ladies’ winners.

Howell/Fender took the O44 ladies’ title.
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